
The BA Everywhere Campaign invites you to be part of: 

A Celebration of Determination to  

Break ALL the Chains 
Saturday, August 9, 2014 

Location and details to be announced. 

You cannot break all the chains, except one. You cannot say you 
want to be free of exploitation and oppression, except you want to 
keep the oppression of women by men. You can’t say you want to 
liberate humanity yet keep one half of the people enslaved to the 
other half. The oppression of women is completely bound up with 
the division of society into masters and slaves, exploiters and 
exploited, and the ending of all such conditions is impossible 
without the complete liberation of women. All this is why women 
have a tremendous role to play not only in making revolution but in 
making sure there is all-the-way revolution. The fury of women can 
and must be fully unleashed as a mighty force for proletarian 
revolution. 
— from BAsics, from the talks and writings of Bob Avakian 

If YOU are provoked and inspired by the theme of “Break ALL the 
Chains!” we invite you to perform, read, create and be a part of the 
celebration on August 9th.The events will mark the publication of 
Break ALL the Chains! Bob Avakian on the Emancipation of Women 
and the Communist Revolution, a recently-released collection of path 
breaking work about how critical the liberation of women is to the 
revolution to transform all of society and the world. Poems, songs, 
and drama will show the determination of people struggling to end 
this degradation and oppression and fight for a whole different world 
and a whole other way people could be. Join us on August 9th. 

Contact for information:  
 
 
 
 
 
More info: www.revcom.us 
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